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It is well known that the Lancashire cotton industry declined in the 
inter-war years. The origins of the decline can of course be traced 
to the impact of the First World War and the loss of export markets 
in India, China, Japan and Hong Kong. Although high quality lines 
held up better than cheaper goods, home demand increased and the 
industry started to adapt to its new trading position, there was a 
further exogeneous shock at the end of the nineteen-twenties. With 
the world economic downturn of 1929 and the subsequent turn to 
protectionism in the nineteen-thirties, the Lancashire cotton industry 
was again hit by falling exports. The employers responded to this 
in a number of ways, including industrial reorganisation. Yet, 
perhaps the main response was one of wage reductions and the 
introduction of new working patterns. There was a great deal of 
recrimination and hostility between labour and capital, which led 
to the breakdown of formal collective bargaining machinery. Existing 
studies of industrial relations in the Lancashire cotton industry of 
the nineteen-thirties have therefore stressed industrial conflict, 
particularly the More Looms disputes of the earlier part of the decade. 
It is not too surprising to find that the More Looms issue has 
commanded the attention of historians, as according to one study, 
it was 'the greatest and most bitter industrial conflict of the 
thirties." Notwithstanding the great significance of the labour 
unrest of the early nineteen-thirties, such interest has tended to 
obscure the restoration of official collective bargaining after about 
1935 and the re-establishment of formal negotiations between unions 
and employers' associations. It is indeed a tribute to the resilience 
of trade unionism that the cotton workers were again able to claim 
for normative improvements in wages and conditions of work.

The unions sought a number of gains in the later years of the 
nineteen-thirties. Aside from wage claims, it is worthwhile noting 
that the demand for a minimum wage was the feature of a number 
of negotiations. In this paper the union campaign for another benefit,
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namely paid holidays, will be the focus of attention. From an 
examination of the campaign of individual unions and the United 
Textile Factory Workers' Association (UTFWA)   the co-ordinator 
of the union side in negotiations   it is evident that organised labour 
was concerned with other issues besides those of work schedules, 
unemployment and so on. Indeed, if Prof Turner is right in 
concluding that there was a lack of co-operation and accommodation 
between the spinning and weaving sides of the union movement in 
the inter-war years, 2 then the campaign for paid holidays was 
important because it gave the opportunity for united action. The 
multiplicity of small unions and categories of workers in the cotton 
industry made it difficult for a united stance over wages because 
interests v, ^re sectional and disjointed. However, a campaign around 
holidays was strong, due to the fact that it benefited all interests and 
extended directly to every family.

This short paper, which touches on aspects of both 'labour' and 
'leisure' history, will therefore trace the development of the campaign 
for paid holidays in the cotton industry, culminating in the agreement 
of 1939. The approach of the unions will be explored and it will be 
shown that both moderate and militant methods of persuasion were 
used. The case for holidays with pay will also be examined from the 
employers' perspective. But first, something has to be said about 
the working class demand for holidays, especially in relation to 
savings clubs and holidays without pay.

I

The working-class seaside holiday was a firmly established custom 
in Lancashire by the late nineteenth-century. The reasons for this 
have been well chronicled. According to the leading historian of the 
English seaside resort, the growth of the holiday habit was connected 
with the creation of a cheap and rapid railway link to the coastline, 
an increase in wages and savings, the standardisation of customary 
holidays and the growth of resort facilities.' With this line of 
reasoning there can be few disagreements, though as will be pointed 
out, not all working-class families were able to take advantage of these 
favourable developments. It would appear that finance was the main 
variable in me demand for holidays: for those without savings or some 
other source of finance, a holiday was a very remote possibility.

After the First World War the mill operatives of Lancashire 
continued to spend their Wakes at the seaside. It is clear from the 
columns and advertisements in the local press that many people left 
the textile districts once a year by train or charabanc destined for 
Blackpool, Southport, Douglas, Morecambe, Scarborough and even 
as far south as Weston-Super-Mare and Torquay. In spite of the fact
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that wages were not advanced, holidays were financed through 
savings clubs based on local mills and other industrial establishments, 
the co-operative society, political organisations, public houses and 
other voluntary associations. Obviously, the cost of travel and 
accommodation varied according to the resort, the time of the season, 
and personal choice, which in turn was determined by a number 
of factors, such as income and family size, but by a high degree of 
preparation and collective organisation some workers were able to 
take a holiday away from home. Indeed, the inter-war years 
witnessed the burgeoning of holiday organisations like the Workers' 
Travel Association and Youth Hostels Association which catered 
for the lower income bracket. In Manchester, for example, it was 
the aim of the School Camps' Association 'to ensure that no Jewish 
child shall be deprived of a week's holiday in the country.' 4 
Furthermore, even if a holiday could not be taken, many families 
got a taste of the seaside through day excursions. Behind all of this, 
however, lies another picture, that of a considerable section of the 
working-class who could not afford a holiday.

There can be few doubts that the holiday habit spread during the 
inter-war years, though by 1937 only 15 million out of a population 
of 46 million were taking a holiday of one week or more. 5 It is 
perhaps stating the obvious that many workers could not meet the 
expenses incurred in financing travel, accommodation, amusement 
and so on, but historians of the subject have failed to discuss this. 
In short, the cost of holidays was 'too high for many working 
people."1 Even when there was a tradition of thrift clubs, recession, 
short-time working and unemployment reduced the amount of 
money disbursed each year, particularly in the early thirties. Two 
examples will suffice: in Hyde, holiday savings fell from £54,500 in 
1925 to £23,385 in 1933, whilst in the same period the amounts 
distributed in Oldham fell from £247,804 to £138,571 (see Table 
I). 7 This led to a fall in holiday-making, as is clear from the Ashton- 
Under-Lyne Reporter:

the number of people spending the Wakes at home was considerably greater 
than in previous years. Apart from the huge number of local unemployed, many 
workers of both sexes have remained at home because they felt that in the present 
unsettled state oi trade they dare not spend their Wakes savings on seaside 
pleasures. 8

A similar pattern can be discerned for other textile towns throughout 
Lancashire. Moreover, when it is considered that cotton operatives 
were one of the poorly paid industrial groups, it does not take too 
much imagination to appreciate that there was little surplus income 
for the purpose of thrift, even though in some instances more than 
one member of the family worked in the cotton industry.'
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TABLE 1 Holiday Savings in Hyde and Oldham

1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

Hyde
£

25,000*
40,000*
40,000*
30,000*
30,000*
46,525
54,500
49,653
41,290
42,084
43,578
40,384
28,745
28,610
23,385
25,470
24,845
24,860
24,520
25,086

Oldham 
£

156,593
253,080
231,573
200,816
191,279
185,640
247,804
228,239
255,153
258,875
239,452
215,894
186,770
168,652
138,571
149,749
153,612
159,720
160,033
152,727

SOURCE: The Hyde Reporter; Oldham Chronicle 
* Approximate amounts.

Even when,holiday savings were accumulated, the money was 
often spent on domestic requirements, or 'used to buy clothing, to 
pay debts, to "straighten up things"."" Likewise, one cotton 
representative reckoned that the money so saved was used by 50 per 
cent of the operatives to pay the rates and other bills." It is indeed 
worth quoting at length one contemporary poem to illustrate the ways 
in which some workers regarded holiday savings:

You'll have read in the papers   indeed it's the fash   
About those disbursements of holiday cash. 
You'll turn to the missus and say 'By gum, lass, 
They mun be on full time to save so much brass. 
Just a warning, my friend, don't believe all tha reads, 
That 'brass' is for other than holiday needs. 
There's yon dress that's in pawn belonging to Jane 
And Mother's gowd ring must be 'got out' again. 
Young Jimmy and Johnny are wanting new suits 
And Martha could do with a new pair of boots. 
There's the grocery bill, and 'clubman's' arrears, 
We mun settle the rent and the landlady's fears. 
And when mother has settled her debts wi' em all 
Bought Bertie a jacket and Alice a shawl 
She looks in her purse   and alack and alas   
There's just a bob left from the 'holiday' brass. "
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Under these circumstances some families borrowed more from 
special holiday loan clubs or pawnbrokers, and even resorted to 
illegality by dodging ticket inspectors to ensure a day at the 
seaside." It is therefore hardly surprising that 'by the 'thirties the 
market for the traditional seaside holiday appears to have been 
stagnating, at least in the larger resorts." 4 In order to increase 
holiday-making, financial security was required   this eventually 
came with the introduction of holiday pay.

II

The cotton workers' case for paid holidays was therefore built upon 
the premise that many sections of the community suffered hardships 
during the annual break from work. The unions argued that false 
inferences were drawn from reading the national newspapers with 
their talk of a roaring holiday trade in Oldham, Bolton, or in any 
other Lancashire cotton town." Despite the headlines about record 
holiday traffic, the term 'holiday' was a misnomer for a vast number 
of people. The reality of the situation according to some union officials 
was that holidays without pay amounted to lock-outs, or in the words 
of the secretary of the Manchester and Salford Weavers' Association, 
'enforced collective unemployment."" In order for operatives to 
have the opportunity to indulge in a change of atmosphere and 
surroundings, it was argued that holiday remuneration was required 
and that to get this some kind of campaign had to be launched.

In addition to the purely financial arguments, the unions based 
their case on a number of other fundamental principles. First, in 
certain industries and occupations paid holidays were included in 
the contract of employment long before cotton workers received this 
benefit. By 1938 7   75 million manual and non-manual workers out 
of a total occupied population of 18-5 million were in receipt of 
holiday pay." Moreover, in the textile industry itself some workers 
involved in lambswool and worsted yarn spinning, cotton weaving 
and wool spinning were early beneficiaries of the reform; they 
received the benefit either in the form of district agreements as was 
the case with Leicester yarn spinners in 1932, or more frequently 
in the form of private agreements with individual firms. The cotton 
unions suggested that since office staff, corporation officials and civil 
servants had paid holidays, then so should spinners, weavers, 
winders, beamers and so on.'" Second, increasingly during the 
inter-war period paid holidays were conceded to manual workers 
in other countries. This perceived anomaly in international 
employment conditions was a fairly significant grievance of union 
officials. When other countries raised the issue of holidays with pay, 
as in 1931 when the French debated appropriate legislation, interest
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was stimulated in the union offices of Lancashire.'" Furthermore, 
at international conferences British trade unionists had the 
opportunity to discuss this and other questions with their foreign 
colleagues. Thus during a meeting of the International Federation 
of Textile Workers at Blackpool in May 1937, the Lancashire 
representatives were almost certainly impressed by the report of A. 
Segier of Belgium on holidays with pay and in particular his 
comments about the gains of French and Belgian cotton workers. 20 
Third, the idea was put forward that holiday pay would be an 
investment for the employer, as greater output would be obtained 
through the increased productivity of the 'contented and healthy 
worker.'" 1 Although this argument does not seem to have been 
raised in discussion on very many occasions, it is interesting to note 
that the employers also made this point. Lastly, it was argued that 
a campaign for holidays with pay would be a useful recruiting weapon 
by attracting young people into the union movement. 22

The cotton trade unions on both the spinning and weaving sides 
of the industry articulated a fairly comprehensive case for holidays 
with pay. On a more practical level, claims were submitted to 
individual employers and in industry-wide negotiations. In the 
immediate post-war years many relevant agreements were 
introduced in a wide variety of industries. 2 ' Since the cotton 
industry experienced boom conditions and high profits in 1919-20, 
the unions tried to take up some of the improvements in employment 
conditions in the form of reduced working time. In early 1920, for 
instance, an application for paid holidays for all operatives was made 
to the employers. 24 Although this claim was refused, the question 
continued to be raised and was clearly to the front of discussions.

In this matter the cotton operatives of Lancashire are specially interested. With 
them it has been on the carpet for some time past. It formed part of the demands 
put forward when the last wage settlement was effected in the early days of May, 
it was down for discussion at the annual conference of the United Textile 
Workers at Blackpool a month ago. It will, of course, be heard of again, and 
in view of the precedents now available the time should not be too far distant 
when the cotton industry will fall into line with so many other important 
industries. 25

Before the First World War it had been asserted that if paid holidays 
were asked for' in the cotton trade we should be heartily laughed at', 
but by the end of the nineteen-twenties the question was firmly placed 
on the bargaining agenda. 26 Thus in 1929 the UTFWA instructed 
its Legislative Council to exert pressure on the Prime Minister, the 
President of the Board of Trade and the TUG General Council to 
give effect to a Parliamentary Bill on compulsory holidays with 
pay. 27 Nonetheless, it was not until the end of the next decade that 
the cotton workers eventually gained the necessary reforms.
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III

From the outset employers and management in the industry were 
reluctant to consider the question of holidays with pay, let alone grant 
concessions. As previously suggested, they rejected the union's 
application immediately after the war and let it be known that no 
further negotiations would be held on the matter. The employers 
opposed the measure for a number of reasons. In the first place, as 
the Oldham employers asserted, unlike administrative and clerical 
staff, manual workers could not adopt a rota system and thus 
maintain operations during holidays because the mills were closed 
down entirely. 28 But judging from a number of fairly 
comprehensive statements on this issue, there appears to have been 
two main areas of contention: first, international competitiveness 
and the level of wages and, second, existing holiday provision.

The main argument for opposition was of course economic. In 
their evidence to the Amulree committee on holidays with pay in 
1937 the Cotton Spinners' and Manufacturers' Association (CSMA) 
were clearly apprehensive that holiday pay would increase costs and 
so threaten external trade:

The effect therefore of the institution of holidays with pay would be to place 
a further burden on production costs. It would therefore, in the British industry, 
injure our competitive position in foreign markets, upon which the trade is 
largely dependent. Owing to marketing restrictions abroad, the industry has 
already suffered a large shrinkage in its exports and another added burden 
in the shape of increased costs would still further restrict exports. 29

It was therefore argued that holidays with pay was essentially a wages 
question, insomuch as the measure would increase labour costs and 
reduce international competitiveness not only with the Far East, but 
also with the principal European competitors. Obviously, at a time 
when business confidence was at an all time low it is quite natural 
that the employers followed this kind of economic rationale. Yet, 
there was a failure to stress that labour costs were at most only about 
one-fifth of total production costs, 30 so that the cost of conceding 
paid holidays was unlikely to have been that high. It is a matter of 
conjecture as to whether the cotton masters would have accepted these 
figures, though it is perhaps significant that it was not a topic for 
discussion. Further, by about 1937,mostoftheIndustry'sEuropean 
competitors had conceded some form of holiday pay and still 
managed to maintain their market position. Presumably, the 
Lancashire cotton industry could have followed this pattern, 
especially as there were some signs of recovery by that time. 31 In 
general terms, the economic troubles of the industry had more to 
do with poor capital equipment and outmoded technology than with 
high wages   indeed, other European countries had high wage
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industries but still managed to compete with the Far East. 32 
However, the employers were against the measure and in this they 
were well defended on official government inquiries by W. M. 
Wiggins, the President of the Federation of Master Cotton Spinners' 
Association (FMCSA), and on international committees by Thomas 
Ashurst, the secretary of the CSMA. Indeed, it is not too surprising 
to find that at the International Labour Conference at Geneva in 
1935 Ashurst was in a very small minority when he deemed it 
inadvisable to place the question of paid holidays on the 1936 
agenda/'

Further examination of the employers' case shows that arguments 
of a non-economic character were also articulated. It was thus argued 
that the 'present working hours, holidays and wages mutually 
arranged in the Cotton Spinning Industry not only provide the 
workers with the requisite amount of rest and leisure, but also permit 
them to make pecuniary provision for holidays.'" Yet, as already 
seen, it is highly unlikely that all operatives benefited from pecuniary 
provision or holiday savings in this way, especially in times of 
economic recession. In fact, some employers were quite aware of 
the fact, and noted that paid holidays was a serious issue which could 
only be met by a reduction in wages. 35 Moreover, during trade 
depression existing holiday arrangements were susceptible to attack. 
Hence, the cotton employers supported measures to curtail Whit- 
week holidays on the grounds that festivals and celebrations were 
inconsistent with the needs of trade   delivery dates were said to 
be difficult to achieve because of the problem of getting home 
deliveries and foreign shipments away on time. 36 So much for the 
workers' rest and leisure! The evidence thus suggests that mill owners 
refused to provide holidays with pay because of cost calculations, 
and not because operatives were satisfied with existing conditions. 
It appears that initially the only way the cotton industry would 
countenance payment for holidays was if the government provided
financial assistance. 3 'i

However, to accuse all employers of intransigence is unfair. There 
were a few benevolent cotton masters who pursued quite an 
enlightened industrial relations and welfare strategy. As early as 1908 
the Hyde company of Ashton Brothers had granted their employees 
a week's paid holiday, and a number of other concerns followed this 
example in the nineteen-thirties. 38 In Bolton, firms such as Eagley 
Mills, Hodgkinson and Gillibrands, Rayon Crepes and Kirless made 
movements towards paid holidays in early 1937 without the specific 
instruction of their employers' association. 39 Likewise, in Preston 
more than one firm granted holidays with pay, and R. E. Smalley, 
chairman of the local Chamber of Commerce, announced that 'such 
a reform would be the ideal state of affairs.' 40 It is true that some 
employers had ulterior motives: Courtaulds gave all their employees
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who were members of the Territorial Army and qualified for 
attendance at annual camp, two weeks' leave with pay in addition 
to regular holidays. 41 But in general there were employers in the 
cotton trade who offered no opposition to the principle of a paid 
holiday. In the words of one textile boss:

The success of our procedure is proved by the atmosphere of contented 
happiness which is apparent throughout the works. In firms where these 
fortunate conditions do not exist it is our opinion that the granting of holidays 
with pay for all employees may prove a vital step towards better conditions 
in industry."

Here it seems that paid holidays were regarded as a way of improving 
labour productivity. This kind of view was seemingly exerting a wider 
influence by 1937 and the major employers' associations were 
beginning to have a more flexible approach. Following a claim from 
the UTFWA, the CSMA and the FMCSA decided to recommend 
federated firms to observe Coronation Day as a general paid 
holiday. 43 In addition, the Lancashire Cotton Corporation decided 
to grant a similar benefit.

Towards the end of the nineteen-thirties a small, but important, 
group of cotton employers had accepted the inevitability of the 
introduction of paid holidays. To some extent ideas of paternal 
welfare and productivity considerations influenced employer 
strategy. Yet, their attitude and approach was also shaped by what 
was happening in the country at large. In very general terms, in the 
short period 1937-1938, the employers in such staple trades as 
engineering, mining, iron and steel and the rest, made the necessary 
concessions, usually due to the pressure exerted by the unions. Also, 
holidays with pay received widespread publicity. Not only did the 
TUG send a deputation to the Prime Minister on the issue, but 
appropriate legislation was discussed in Parliament, the Labour 
Party organised a seaside campaign based on the demand for a paid 
holiday and a number of national newspapers such as the Daily Express 
were leading advocates of' one of the greatest benefits ever conferred 
on the British people.'"And, of course, the demands of the cotton 
unions continued to make some kind of impression on the thoughts 
and policy of the employers. In the light of these and other 
developments it is likely that cotton masters realised that concessions 
could not be delayed forever, and that there was a need to fall in line 
with what was happening elsewhere. Although it was to be some time 
before cotton fell in line with other industries, the opposition of the 
employers was breaking down.
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IV

From about 1936 all sections of the British trade union movement 
from the upper echelons of the TUG to the rank and file began to 
campaign for holidays with pay. A number of developments are of 
note, particularly the setting up of a departmental committee of 
inquiry in 1937 chaired by Lord Amulree to which the cotton 
employers gave evidence, the introduction of schemes in a number 
of industries, and the implementation of the Holidays with Pay Act 
in 1938. Against this background formal discussions commenced 
in the cotton industry. In 1936, for instance, the Amalgamated 
Weavers' Association instructed the Legislative Council of the 
UTFWA to 'vigorously pursue this campaign until all workers have 
secured this right. ' 4 ' By the following year a number of local unions 
were involved in the campaign, and it is indeed suggestive that W. 
J. Tout of the Todmorden Weavers moved the resolution at the 
annual conference of the TUG calling for a fortnight' s holiday with 
pay. 46

The local Weavers' Association in Burnley were one of many 
interested groups. They pledged their determination 'to use every 
possible opportunity to promote holidays with pay, not only for those 
employed in the weaving trade of Lancashire but also for all other 
classes of wage-earners throughout the country.' 47 With this in 
mind, the secretary of the Association, James Hindle, served on a 
special sub-committee of the TUG General Council where he 
represented the opinion of the cotton unions. 48 It is interesting that 
a number of local unions were impressed by the stance of the TUG 
and showed their support by purchasing copies of a pamphlet, 
Holidays With Pay: The T. U. C. Policy, which were distributed to 
members. 49 Elsewhere, it is evident that unions were beginning to 
see holidays with pay as a practical issue. As the Rochdale Weavers 
expressed it: 'Holidays with pay has ceased to be a mere academic 
question: it has now come right into the realm of industry and politics; 
and we must make 1938 a Holiday With Pay year.' 50 The scene 
was now set for negotiations at industry level.

Industry-wide negotiations started in 193 7 when the UTFWA at 
a joint meeting with the CSMA, FMCSA and the Lancashire Cotton 
Corporation submitted an application for two weeks' paid 
holiday." However, after further meetings and a long delay, the 
application was rebuffed by the employers, primarily on the grounds 
of cost, though this was challenged by the workers who pointed to 
the fact that 'most company results show that profits are being 
made. ' 52 The employers' representatives certainly tried to adjourn 
the question, even at first refusing to serve on a Joint Committee 
with the unions. Similarly, it was suggested that further discussions 
should be put off until the Amulree Committee had reported. The
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sources therefore seem to substantiate the view that the employers 
were intent on using delaying tactics until they were either forced 
into a course of action or decided in favour of the measure.

Improved trade and the failure of formal bargaining led the unions 
to consider alternative ways to promote their cause. For example, 
in Nelson   the so-called 'Little Moscow' of the late nineteen- 
twenties   there were calls for direct action, and a sub-committee 
of local weavers and representatives from other towns was formed 
to organise a mass joint demonstration in support of the claims for 
paid holidays and a minimum wage." In August 1938, over 10,000 
operatives thus paraded at Nelson in one of the biggest 
demonstrations in the history of the Lancashire textile industry."4 
Speeches were made by local MPs and the Nelson Weavers' 
Association urged a concerted fight for their demands:

Nelson in taking the initiative in this area, intend to start the ball rolling in 
a campaign which shall only end when our demands are conceded. The C entral 
Committee has been urged and has agreed to press upon the UTFWA the 
necessity of organising other area rallies, press publicity, and every other 
method they can devise to win support for our campaign. 35

It is difficult to say whether this kind of action impinged on the private 
discussions of the employers, though the CSMA feared that 'there 
was serious danger of the Employer being manoeuvred into 
conceding something against their will.''"' From a slightly different 
perspective, it is possible that the employers were beginning to arrive 
at a more progressive position of their own accord. Indeed, the 
FMCSA despite its continued opposition was asking affiliated bodies 
to submit possible paid holiday schemes, 'enabling the Federation 
to be prepared for any eventuality.'" It is thus evident that the 
employers acknowledged the inevitability of future concessions. 
Hence the decision to finally agree to the appointment of a Joint 
Committee with the unions to consider holidays with pay 'as and 
when the state of trade warranted it. ' 5H It is also appropriate to note 
that a similar committee was set up in the finishing side of the textile 
industry.  The specialist committee, together with other repre 
sentative bodies, provided a forum for much discussion, and though 
the employers still felt 'it would be better to go slowly and see what 
the Operatives put forward', it was also realised' that the application 
could not be put off much longer.' 60 Eventually, in June 1939, an 
agreement was ratified by the CSMA, FMCSA and the Lancashire 
Cotton Corporation, representing the employers, and the UTFWA, 
representing the operatives, granting one week's paid holiday to all 
allied cotton workers (see appendix)." 1 Similar agreements were 
then accepted by the Northern Counties' Textile Trades Federation, 
as well as the Wool (and Allied) Textile Employers' Council."" 
Although there were complaints by some unions due to the problems
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that a contributory scheme would produce for workers on short- 
time,"' the general response was favourable   the goal of a long 
campaign had been achieved.

V

In the early nineteen-thirties the Lancashire cotton industry faced 
a number of economic problems. The employers responded by 
instituting various labour market measures, more specifically, lay 
offs, short-time working, new manninglevels and wage reductions. 
This soured industrial relations and made it difficult to achieve any 
kind of compromise. However, though there was clearly a great deal 
of labour unrest, this unfavourable climate did not last throughout 
the decade. Indeed, by the Midland Agreement of 1932, machinery 
was provided for industrial conciliation, as well as moves being made 
over wages and the More Looms question. By the middle of the 
nineteen-thirties, industrial relations had returned to some kind of 
normalcy, and with this a number of issues were again on the 
bargaining agenda. As this short paper has shown, the improvement 
in industrial relations and the return to a collective bargaining 
framework made it possible to convene meetings on the subject of 
paid holidays.

The cotton trade unions had a number of grievances which led 
them to launch a campaign for holiday pay. In general, however, 
the employers feared that concessions would undermine international 
competitiveness, though there were some companies which had a 
more positive approach. Gradually, however, as the union's case 
gained support the employers accepted the principle and an 
agreement was signed in 1939. What then was the essential element 
in the decision to introduce universal holidays with pay in the cotton 
industry?

The restoration of some kind of industrial relations stability 
provided an important forum for discussions to take place and views 
to be communicated. It is indeed doubtful whether the employers 
would have made any concessions if formal bargaining had not been 
restored. Yet, the prime reason for the introduction of paid holidays 
was almost certainly the campaign of the trade union movement. 
It was the unions who presented a coherent case, mobilised support 
and raised the question whenever the opportunity arose. As was 
acknowledged at the time, the chief activity of the unions in the later 
nineteen-thirties was in connection with this campaign. Cotton 
workers did not rely on legislative initiatives; they realised that only 
direct pressure from their own labour organisations could persuade 
recalcitrant employers to move in the right direction. In this the 
unions were successful. It is therefore perhaps apt to refer to the
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holiday pay card of the Wigan and District Weavers' Association: 
'Your Trade Union Secured Holidays With Pay!' 64

Lastly, this paper has arrived at a more general point about the 
evolution of inter-war leisure. Recently, revisionist historians have 
provided more optimistic accounts of the inter-war years, stressing 
that the period was one of structural adaptation   as the old staples 
declined and the newer industries expanded   economic growth 
and rising living standards. Though it is conceded that there was 
a problem of mass unemployment and in turn a residue of poverty, 
it is nonetheless claimed that the inter-war working class improved 
their lot. This 'dawn of affluence' thesis, most widely canvassed by 
Chris Cook and John Stevenson, has implications for the study of 
leisure and holidays. They suggest that with increases in real wages 
and a growth of consumer-based industries recreation began to boom 
in the 1930s. As for holidays, it is appropriate to quote them at some 
length:

Equally one of the most important features of the thirties was the growing 
availability of holidays for people of all classes. The most significant 
development was the spread of paid holidays . . . This meant for many 
working people the first opportunity for an extensive holiday away from home. 
The British holiday resorts reached a peak of popularity with a host of new 
hotels, boarding houses, entertainments, and amenities. Twenty million 
people visited the seaside annually by the late 1930s, 15 million on extended 
holidays. The most popular, Blackpool, had over 7 million overnight visitors 
in 1937, half a million visitors over the Bank Holiday alone, brought by 50,000 
motor vehicles and 70 trains. To capitalise upon the holiday boom, the first 
all-in holiday camps were built. Billy Butlin opened his first camp at Skegness 
in 1937 and, by the outbreak of the war, holiday camps had accommodation 
for half a million people. For the car-owner, camping and caravan holidays 
were becoming increasingly common. Holiday caravans were transformed 
from lumbering structures based upon gipsy caravans to the more stream-lined 
versions which were beginning to litter the coastline with caravan parks. 65

There is certainly some validity in all of this. However, Cook and 
Stevenson fail to situate their analysis in the wider context of capitalist 
society and the class nature of that society. As this paper has shown, 
there was nothing inevitable or natural about the spread of holidays 
in the 1930s. In the first place, it must be emphasised that many 
sections of the Lancashire working class were excluded from holiday- 
making because of unemployment, short-time and low wages. A 
tradition of holiday thrift there may have been, but savings were often 
spent on 'necessities' rather than a break in Blackpool. In other 
words, the growth of a holiday market has to be seen against the 
background of fairly profound inequalities of income and wealth. 
The second and main point to be stressed is that holidays themselves 
were the site of political and industrial struggle. Holiday pay was 
not given freely by employers and neither was it the inevitable
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outcome of a more prosperous and progressive capitalism. Holidays 
with pay was an industrial relations matter, involving both 
negotiation and contestation between the interests of labour and 
capital. To be sure, the historian of holidays is served by a wider 
investigation of industrial relations diemes.

APPENDIX 
HOLIDAYS WITH PAY AGREEMENT, 15 JUNE 1939

Terms of Agreement Arrived at Between Representatives of: 
The Federation of Master Cotton Spinners' Associations, 
The Cotton Spinners' and Manufacturers' Association, 
The Lancashire Cotton Corporation Limited, and 
The United Textile Factory Workers' Association.

In consideration of the payment to the Operatives of holiday pay as hereinafter
specified,
It is hereby agreed:

(1) That the agreement shall apply to all firms in the spinning, doubling and 
manufacturing sections of the cotton industry.

(2) That, commencing with the annual summer holiday in 1940, all employees, 
other than salaried officials, employed in the sections referred to in Clause 
1, shall, subject to Clause 6, be entitled to payment for one week's holiday 
(six days) on the basis of one-fiftieth of their actual gross earnings of the 
previous twelve months, including overtime.

(3) That all firms shall commence to make preparation for such payment on 
the first pay-day after the annual summer holidays of 1939, by setting aside 
each week a sum equal to 2 % of the total gross wages bill, which shall be 
paid weekly to the credit of an '' Operatives Holiday Account" to be opened 
by each firm with a bank.

(4) That there shall be four authorised signatories for the purpose of operating 
the Account   two appointed by the firm and two by the operatives. Notice 
of withdrawals shall be signed by not less than one representative of the 
firm and one representative of the operatives.

(5) That a record of the accrued account shall be kept in the office in respect 
of each operative, who shall be notified at the end of each quarter of the 
amount standing to his or her credit.

(6) That, in the case of an operative ceasing to be employed by a firm during 
the twelve months prior to the summer holiday period, he or she shall receive 
a certificate stating the amount of the credit accrued, which must be retained 
and presented for payment at the holiday period, to the firm which has issued 
the certificate.

(7) That in order to give sufficient time for making up the accounts, it is agreed 
that the year shall conclude on the second making-up day previous to the 
annual holidays and re-commence for the following year on the first making- 
up day previous to the annual holidays. In the case of the first year only, 
this would mean that only 49 weeks would be credited.

(8) That the payment of accrued holiday allowances to employees shall be made 
each year in the week preceding the holiday period.
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(9) That unclaimed balances shall, after a period of six months from the date 
of the annual holidays, be at the disposal of the signatories referred to in 
Clause 4.

(10) That, in the event of the death of an operative, the accrued credits shall 
be paid as soon as possible into the estate of the deceased.

(11) That all interest accruing on the account shall become the property of the 
firm as a set-off to the cost of administering the scheme. The monies of the 
account shall not be utilised for any other purpose than that of payment 
for holidays.

(12) That the firm's auditors shall annually audit the Account.

(13) That this agreement shall supercede any scheme of pay ment for holidays 
at present in operation which is less favourable to the operatives.

(14) That in the event of any dispute arising out of the operation of the foregoing 
agreement which cannot be settled by the signatories referred to in Clause 
4, it shall be referred to a joint committee of the parties to the agreement.
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